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Abstract - At present, the growing population of Pakistan will
bring disaster situations relating to electrical energy and
pollution; it will affect both the economy and the citizens and
make a barrier in the path to compete with developed
countries. To overcome the epileptic situation of electrical
energy and make our environment clean and green, we need
smart and sophisticated electrical grid to make our
transmission and distribution system more efficient, and
giving opportunities for renewable energy to address
electricity generation. There is no other way to reduce
complexity and eliminate load shedding in our country
without smart grid. This paper gives us a review of energy
shortage in Pakistan and the main aim is to focus that how we
can overcome these electricity short falls in Pakistan.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For the social and as well economical development of our
society and country, energy technology is a hellacious tool.
Energy exists in different form but crucial one is electrical
energy. Over the last two couple of decades, increasing
electrical energy demand in Pakistan has create acute
problem and this is a result of the supply being less than the
demand so load shedding occurs to jam-pack increasing
demand, eliminating load shedding and ensuring high quality
of life electrical energy is a sine qua non[1].
For development in the economic growth, electricity is an
important factor. While in Pakistan, electricity is the pillar of
its growth as its economy expands, due to increase in
population. Its demand for electrical energy multiplies and if
available source is not enough to cover the deficiency
properly a shortage will occur and become one of the crises
proportions; it will be like putting a fence in the way of the
growing economy. Pakistan is country with enough
renewable energy sources and known as a giant of Asia, but
still battling with huge amounts of power and energy crises.
Still in Pakistan people faces, unexpected energy crises and
problem become so serious in summer. And to prevent or
eliminate load shedding over the generation station urban
areas in Pakistan untouchable to electricity for 10-12 hour
while rural areas are facing 16-18 hours load shedding,
considerable amount of user disconnected from supplies
therefore the economy is badly affected with a huge loss of
capital [2]. To overcome the considerable amount of energy
deficiency some very healthy source like hydro and thermal
power in progress but failed due to limited fossil fuel and
due to poor and weak economy. We are not able to import
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fossil fuel in a large amount, to reduce the consumption of
fossil fuel and to increase our supply more than our demand.
Next we need to integrate renewable energy (solar and
wind) to our main grid and make our electrical system smart
and intelligent and mange our electricity in efficient way by
changing conventional grid to smart grid we can also reduce
emission and carbon foot print caused by fossil fuel to make
our environment safe for future generation [2].
Nearly 7000 year ago the concept of solar and wind energies
were present [7]. The first commercial turbine developed in
late 1800. In 1900, rural areas in Europe extract electricity
from wind turbine where it was use in small scale to charge
their battery to draw water from the well and to run their
radios [8].
In Pakistan solar and wind energy are abundant in summer
where sunshine is about 8-10 hour and the speed of wind is
8m per sec at height of 80 meter above the sea level [9]. In
the world, Pakistan is the sixth most fortunate country in
term of solar radiation. Data analysis from md of Pakistan
show that there is a wind-strip in the coastal area of Sindh
province covering about 9700km2 while estimated wind
power of the area is 43000mw. In Pakistan the solar, wind
and other renewable sources are extensively study by the
researcher but due to lack of interest of politician and their
short term policy unfortunately major part 38% is produce
from expensive and imported fossil fuel and renewable
energy is still in back seat and still not taken into account.
2. SMART GRID
To provide solution to future energy requirement and to
evolutes current power grid system to be more efficiently
deliver sustainable, economic, and secure electricity supplies
we use smart grid [10]. Electrical engineers have developed
a new technology in which we can easily integrate small local
distributed power generation and different scattered energy
storage device in to grid. This new electrical grid called
smart grid, normally in smart grid; we are using digital
technology to delivered electrical energy to the consumer
and control the energy on other side, while educated
consumer to save electrical energy, also increasing
reliability, and transiency and reducing cost. By using smart
grid our system will be more intelligent more attractive for
costumer and will be distributed, to cope with energy
balance and demand there is no other way with our
distributed generation.
The term smart grid means more than single technology.
Smart grid is a vision and idea that combine a verity of
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different technologies like sensing communication, control,
and different energy technologies, group together in a result
electric power system can respond intelligently from
generation to consumer and to those that do both
consumption and generation [8]. The term smart in the
combination of different individual tech under smart grid
various technology of electric power system are consider
both hardware and software. Smart grid is a type of electric
grid which can endeavors fore cast and smartly and
intelligent react to the behavior and action of all electric
power users connected to it, by the use of available
technology in Pakistan we can make our energy system more
efficient. The major economic goal of smart grid is to
improve the reliability, to minimize peak demand and total
energy consumption [5]. Smart grid optimization it is very
important to decrease our cost for the integration of smart
grid technology in a conventional grid. Different
technologies has been developed and integrated in electrical
network to achieve the economic goal initial technology of
smart grid was introduce with the idea of advance metering
infrastructure but as requirement increase and technology
become involved the smart grid vision involved.
3. RENEWAABLE ENERGY
Due to shortage of fossil fuels in Pakistan and many other
issues like environmental problem, global warming, and
carbon footprint renewable energy should be use as source
for power generation. Pakistan is not utilizing properly. It is
bad indigenous-energy sources, which are due to lack of
efficient project planning and implementation.
3. SOLAR ENERGY
In the world Pakistan, receive high solar radiation in most
areas geologically and with high potential of renewable
energy sources [5]. The rural area in Pakistan still not
facilitated with electricity because it is away from the
national network or it is very expensive to connect this area
to the main grids. Due to sunny belt, Pakistan can advantage
of solar energy. Due to the use of photovoltaic cells from the
last two decades, Pakistan has shown a well enough
progress. While in Pakistan the energy, which is, obtains
from solar energy are uses in hospital, parks, school and
different parts of our country. Government has to look on
this and develop these sectors. We can overcome these
energy crises Countries like Mauritius and India installed the
solar geezers at residential areas can cope the energy
disaster. Same example can adopt in Pakistan especially in
Lahore and Karachi where government can easily address
the issue to install and interest free solar geezers. We can
develop the urban and rural part not only in the mega city of
the country specially Sindh, Baluchistan and other areas of
the country.
To upgrade photovoltaic system in our country the private
sector are also playing a vital rule. If we use this technology
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in a large and commercial scale generation can substantially
be reduced [3].

Fig-1. Solar Panel
3. WIND ENERGY
In 5000 B.C it was first utilized by sailors around in the
Middle East to propel boats along river nile. While in 21 st
century, the fastest growing energy in the worldwide is wind
energy. Especially along the state near to the ocean in
Pakistan wind energy has a huge positional. 150,000
megawatts can generate energy through wind according to
USAID Pakistan while only in Sindh 40,000 megawatts can
generated.
1.1 USE OF PAKISTAN 1
In Sindh, wind turbines are mostly set now. While in
Punjab and Baluchistan there are few planned to be set up,
but they have not approve yet. By the development of
Turkish Firm Pakistan first wind power plant in jhimpir in
Sindh developed. 50megawatts energy can generates from
that wind plant. Another plant, which called three Gorges it
is first wind farm in Pakistan it can also build at Jhimpir and
can, generates 50 megawatts electricity.
1.2 BENIFITS FOR PAKISTAN 2
For Pakistan, wind energy is a good option. Wind energy
does not needs any fuel, which are benefits. In Pakistan the
power plant already, require fuel, which increases the cost of
electricity per unit whenever the rate is increased [4].

Fig -2. Wind power plant in Sindh
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3. CONCLUSION
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